
1. Homepage 

a. Current category menu is too big and cluttered. Need to rearrange categories 

like Duvet & Pillows, Bed linen & Sheets can be moved to home textile if possible. 

This will make menu look less cluttered, have proper alignment & formatting & 

proper categorization will help customers to navigate to products faster. 

 

  



b. Sub-menu contains only text. A simple vector graphic icon accompanied with it 

will help users to easily identify sub-categories 

 

 

  



c. Show section of Shop by Style as shown below 

 

d. There are lot of unnecessary white space. It should be reduced to accommodate 

more content. Company Logo & Search option can be moved to above section 

and save space 

 



2. Product Listing 

a. A quick view for products will help customers to view basic details of products 

and take decision quickly. Option of adding to favourites should be there in the 

product listing 

 

 

  



b. We recommend to show average ratings given by users on all products along 

with total no. of ratings to attract and necessitate site visitors to place an order. 

c. Display of product variants in product listing will help customer to view them 

without going to details view. 

d. We recommend to display tags like ‘Sale’, ‘New Arrival’,  ‘Popular’, ‘Only Few 

Left’ to attract customers 

 

e. We recommend to have better & more filter options like Brand, Price, Material, 

Dimension, Discount, etc 

 

 



f. Showing rotating images of products on mouse hover will help customers to 

have glimpse of the product without going to details page. 

 

  



3. Product Details View Page 

a. Lot of unnecessary white space can be reduced to fit in more data 

 

 

b. User should be able to zoom in to pictures to view details of the product 

 



c. On current website on Review products, nothing is happening. System should 

only allow users to review products which they have bought 

d. We recommend to show average ratings given by users on all products. We 

recommend to add some fake reviews to attract and necessitate site visitors to 

place an order. 

e. Should have different sections in description like Weight & Dimension, 

Specifications, Shipping & Return Policy as shown below 

 



f. Should have FAQ section where customers can find their answers for frequently 

asked questions 

g. Add Option of up-selling / cross-selling of other products below the product 

detail page so that users can add Products right to their cart. It’s perfect for 

selling items or enrich the customer experience. 

 

 

4. Blog Section 

You can have blog section where you can let visitors know about the latest trends and 

fashion 

 



5. Bulk Orders 

Provide customers with option to order in bulk by providing a form which they can fill 

up based on their requirements and enter their contact details 

 


